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STATEMENT OF DEFINED TERMS 
For convenience of reference in this Reply Brief, Petitioner continues the use of 
terms defined in its opening Brief: 
"AFE" - Authorization for Expenditure 
"APD" - Application for Permit to Drill 
"BLM" - United States Bureau of Land Management 
"Board" - Respondent Utah Board of Oil, Gas and Mining 
"Conservation Act" - Utah Oil and Gas Conservation Act, Utah Code Ann. § 40-6-1, et 
^ 4 . (1953&Repl. 1998) 
"Division" - Utah Division of Oil, Gas and Mining 
"Federal unit" - Drunkards Wash Federal Exploratory Unit 
"Hegarty" - Petitioner Patrick Hegarty 
"Landowners" - the six landowners who leased their interests to Hegarty 
"Pooling Order" - Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order, Board of Oil, Gas 
and Mining, Docket No. 2000-009, Cause No. 243-5 (October 4, 2000) 
"River Gas" - Respondents River Gas Corporation (now Phillips Petroleum Company), 
Texaco Exploration and Production, Inc., and Dominion Reserves-Utah, Inc. 
"Spacing Order" - Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order Establishing Drilling 
and Spacing Units, Board of Oil, Gas and Mining, Docket No. 99-016, Cause No. 
243-3 (March 8, 2000) 
"Utah Well" - the Utah 5-94 Well 
"Woolstenhulme Well" - the Woolstenhulme 5-266 Well 
"Wells" - the two wells at issue in this appeal: the Utah Well and the Woolstenhulme 
Well 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
The Pooling Order is not just and reasonable as required by the Conservation Act. 
It allows River Gas to retain all of the drainage of the Landowners' lands prior to spacing 
and additionally reap the proceeds of a 225% nonconsent penalty charged against their 
share of production after spacing. Respondents offer no justification for this obviously 
inequitable result or for the Board's failure to take into account River Gas' wrongful 
conduct in drilling the Woolstenhulme Well illegally close to the Landowners' tract 
without obtaining their written consent as required by the Board's own regulations. 
Pooling should be made retroactive to the dates of first production from the Wells, 
because River Gas failed to space the uncommitted lands or obtain the Board's approval 
of its cooperative field-wide plan of development as required by Utah Code Ann. § 40-6-
7. This Court's decision in Cowling v. Board of Oil, Gas and Mining, 830 P.2d 220 
(Utah 1991) does not, as Respondents argue, preclude retroactive pooling, where, as here, 
the Wells were drilled long after the completion of the wildcat phase of an extensive 
field-wide cooperative development. By implementing a cooperative plan, River Gas had 
a duty not to take more than its just and equitable share of production from uncommitted 
acreage, because its development and operations plan defined the correlative rights of all 
landowners within the federal unit and involved physical stimulation of the coal resource 
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through hydraulic fracturing and other means to free the coalbed methane from adjoining 
lands and cause it to flow into its wells. 
Under the Conservation Act, an owner cannot be rendered nonconsenting prior to 
the establishment of drilling and spacing units or the Board's approval of a field-wide 
unit. Moreover, River Gas never provided the Landowners the requisite advance written 
notice of the drilling of each of the Wells. Its general offers to lease or join the federal 
did not suffice as the appropriate statutorily required notice. 
The appropriate standard of review is correction of error, because the fundamental 
issues in this case require the Court's interpretation of the spacing and pooling provisions 
of the Conservation Act. 
ARGUMENT 
I. THE POOLING ORDER IS UNJUST AND UNREASONABLE. 
A. River Gas Should Not be Allowed to Retain the Landowners' Share of 
Production Drained from Their Lands Prior to Spacing and Additionally 
Receive a 225% Nonconsent Penalty Out of Their Share After Spacing. 
The most troubling aspect of this case is the enormous economic windfall granted 
River Gas at the expense of the drained Landowners. Having drained their lands and 
opposed their efforts to establish their correlative rights under state law, River Gas is 
being allowed to retain the Landowners' substantial share of the production that occurred 
prior to spacing and additionally reap the proceeds of a 225% nonconsent penalty out of 
their proportionate share of drilling costs after spacing. The Conservation Act expressly 
requires that pooling ordered by the Board "shall be made upon terms that are just and 
reasonable." Utah Code Ann. § 40-6-6.5(2)(b). The concept of correlative rights is 
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founded on the concept of a "just and equitable" share of production in a pool. Utah 
Code Ann. § 40-6-2(2). The enormous windfall granted to River Gas at the expense of 
the drained Landowners is not just and reasonable, because it allows River Gas to receive 
far more than its just and equitable share of production, while depriving the drained 
Landowners of theirs. 
The Landowners' proportionate share drained by River Gas prior to spacing 
amounts to 65.7 % of the production from the Utah Well over a five-year period and 
16.3% of the production from the Woolstenhulme Well over a two-year period (plus the 
1.3% belonging to Carbon County). The drainage alone has allowed River Gas to recoup 
far more than the Landowners5 proportionate share of drilling costs. Respondents utterly 
ignore the obvious economic unfairness of the Pooling Order. River Gas argues, instead 
that Hegarty and the Landowners are trying to get a free ride. They are not. Under any 
scenario, River Gas will be entitled to retain their proportionate share of drilling costs out 
of their proportionate share of production from the Wells. River Gas is getting a "free 
ride" to drain the property of uncommitted landowners, without compensating them. 
B. There is No Basis for Imposition of a Nonconsent Penalty. 
To charge a nonconsent penalty on the Landowners' share of production after the 
effective date of spacing is absolutely unwarranted and only further enriches River Gas at 
the expense of the Landowners whose lands it has drained. Respondents cannot have it 
both ways by denying the Landowners their share of production prior to spacing and 
imposing a nonconsent penalty on their share after spacing. The Board justifies its 
refusal to grant retroactive pooling based on its overly broad reading of this Court's 
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ruling in Cowling v. Board of Oil Gas and Mining, 830 P.2d 220 (Utah 1991). The 
Board apparently believes that even long after the wildcat phase of drilling has ended, its 
hands remain tied by Cowling and the Rule of Capture until a spacing order is entered. 
See Richards, et al, "Oil and Gas Conservation in Utah After Cowling: The Law of 
Capture Receives a New Lease on Life," 14 J. En.y Nat Res. & Env. Law 1, 29 (1994). 
The nonconsent penalty is solely a creature of the pooling provisions of the Conservation 
Act. See Utah Code Ann. § 40-6-6.5(4)(d). If spacing is the definitive event for purposes 
of pooling, then it must also be the definitive event for purposes of rendering an owner 
nonconsenting. 
River Gas could have readily established a right to collect a risk penalty under the 
Conservation Act by unitizing the field or establishing drilling units to account for 
uncommitted lands. Instead, it chose the far more lucrative approach of draining the 
lands of those owners who did not accede to its contractual terms for leasing or joining 
the federal unit, and then seeking a nonconsent penalty on the drained owners' share of 
future production. The Pooling Order unjustly and unreasonably rewards River Gas for 
draining, rather than spacing or unitizing, uncommitted acreage and penalizes the 
Landowners for availing themselves of the Conservation Act. 
River Gas chastises NARO for suggesting that River Gas has taken advantage of 
over 100 mineral owners in the federal unit. That is exactly what River Gas has done and 
continues to do. River Gas still hasn't spaced or unitized the nearly 9,000 uncommitted 
acres within the federal unit. River Gas argues it has acted equitably by affording all 
uncommitted owners in the federal unit the same opportunity it afforded the Landowners. 
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Pa:;., oner coulu. . agree more: all are subject to drainage without compensation, 
limn nmimllul l.iiiiiluwin'i y In Inn I in m din In Rn ri < J r ' i DIIII.K (ii.il In IIIV y ill In; 
drained and not compensated. If they seek protection under the Conservation Act, they 
will be additionally charged a nonconsent penalty. This is not just and reasonable 
that the sharing of production should not be made retroactive to the dates of first 
production, fairness dictates that any such penalty should be charged against the total 
11 in, nil mi i Imn I'lioni lllllir \\ I lis inn hid islanlull Jiiiin HIIIII iliitmnl is prior 
to the date of spacing. 
C, River Gas Should Not Be Rewarded for Locating the Woolstenhulme Well 
Illegally Close to the Landowners' Property Line and Draining Them 
Without Obtaining Their Prior Written Consent as Required By Regulati c 11 
It is unrelated that the; W 'uihiie 5-266 Well was drilled by River Gas 
wiwii.u.v dose u. W**J ;.iiiiui.\MKis Kiiivi.-* ^iifk)ul obiaiiuiig tiicii pniM \.. Attn consent as 
requi**1' s % ••* vell-sitinr ?• <M-! «'*• 
located outside the drilling window allowed by Utah Admin (Ode R649-3-2.1 and only 
350 feet from the boundarj of the I landowners' tract to UK; >ou\U. i hus, the well location 
is within the 460-foot nidi i I'J lim ivhii llli n n i i m t im< n'lii Inun hliiuiiimi II in Iiiiniii i inn t 
be obtained b\ v operator under Utah Admin. Code R6^)» - - ; ; R " * h 26-28.) 
River i ^ , du, \, .. ,he proper exception location uppn^ation w ith the Division, did not 
| ) l ( iV i ( l f adv<PliivY 'V i l l i t i In i n i i i i In I l l I m i l Shi i «, ml | |n ", n || liin , i t i n n Mil l l l l i l I l ( ) t 
Utah Admin. Code R649-3-2.1 andR649-3-3 (2(W 
obtain the Landowners' written consent, all as required by R649-3-3. (R. 573: Tr. 26-28, 
253-254.) 
River Gas had a duty to comply with the Division's well siting regulations and 
obtain the Landowners' written consent to the drilling of the Woolstenhulme Well. River 
Gas should not be allowed to profit at the Landowners' expense by keeping the gas 
drained from their lands and also receiving the proceeds of a nonconsent penalty on 
production from a well illegally located under the Conservation Act. 
In the Pooling Order, the Board, inexplicably, ignored the egregious facts 
surrounding the drilling of the Woolstenhulme Well, despite the concerns expressed by 
the Division's staff. (R.573: Tr.254) The Board gave no explanation as to why the 
operator of a well drilled illegally close to adjoining lands, without providing notice to 
and obtaining written consent from the landowners as required by its own regulations, 
should be entitled to retain the production drained from those lands and be further 
rewarded by the windfall of a nonconsent penalty. 
Respondents offer no justification for the operator's conduct in drilling the well or 
any explanation as to why it is just and reasonable for the operator to benefit from the 
illegal well location by retaining the drainage from adjoining lands and being rewarded 
with a nonconsent penalty. Respondents argue, instead, that the Division approved the 
APD for the well. The fact that River Gas was successful in floating an APD for an 
illegal location past the Division without filing an application for an exception location 
2
 The Division admitted its approval was an oversight and that no application for an 
exception application was filed and no written consent was obtained from adjoining 
landowners as required by its regulation. (R. 573: Tr. 254.) 
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River Gas should not be allowed to foist unto <IK- Division the responsibility ,_•: 
complying with well-siting regulations, ' i lk Urvi^iwn i.uii^a hcd\\ uu. Jen to review and 
approve „il! iiflhr AIM)'. vJiii In .iiin lili il in 1 KJIIIII Inn 11 iiil Lmilii\\nrrs '.InuiM if Lh,L "II 
their r ights and - -\>. j u s t and equitable share o f p roduc t ion because an operator Unh n 
obtain Uivjir w n t ; e n consent un a * ^ i . n i cauon as requi ted l>% u i ^ a n a an admin i s t ra t ive 
a g e n r v fails to idrntifs tin1 mini nmplii ince. 
R e s p o n d e n t s also suggest , with n o exp lana t ion , tha t the B o a r d in an admin is t ra t i v e 
p roceed ing Lii L<4ii.-»w i ^ ^ t . MJiiiUitn\ KuiLicd UIL iuu iuu i i r i tiic W o o l s t e n h u l m e W e l l 
; i o w e \ n • HK No. 243-2 did not apply to the Wells or the lands on 
v , ivli they were
 t iest for Agency Action in that proceeding was not 
sent to Hegarh - _. >t;c i.»::.^ v>nci:; ci u._uM *.; d^ v/diw ^vuiu^ m aie i^duai um 
236: Tr, 71,1 It is true that notwithstanding the limited scope of that proceeding, the 
I ii'dcr in IhaL Cause states that "the locations of all "\\ ells currently in the Unit Area are 
!|]|iii ill mid (It n u n ) IIMNIIII iiiiiill Hi il Ifiiiliiit \\r\l li.illl ' mil I Inn jili ill i hv < mi Ilium lllilll 
feet" to uncommitted tracts. (R.76.) 
Cause No. .243-2 w as liiitialeu by River Gas in 1999 to obtain relief from well 
u ! i ( | M i n | i | i r e i H i k n h i n c e r f ' l i n I t n i i l n l i n 1 »* n I n u ' l i | i . I I i IIIIIin . | | l i j e d ' » ' ("PI"11! < t i l l ' l 
Nos. 137-2(B) and 243-1—neither of which included the bulk of the lands within the 
^ - r a l unit or the lands of Hegarty and his Landowners in Section 5, Township 15 South, 
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Range 10 East. (R. 236: Tr. 69-73.) Upon learning of the proceeding in Cause No. 243-
2, Mr. Hegarty became concerned that suspension of well-siting rules for future wells 
could adversely impact uncommitted acreage owners. (R. 236: Tr. 18-19.) He filed a 
protest letter and appeared without counsel at the hearing. He was assured on the record 
at the hearing by River Gas, by the Division's staff, and by the Chairman of the Board 
that the proceeding did not affect his lands, and he, therefore, withdrew his protest. (R. 
236: Tr. 18-19.) 
Nothing in the Order in Cause No. 243-2 ratified, nor could it have ratified, ex 
post facto, the illegal location of the Woolstenhulme Well and the absence of the required 
written consent of adjoining landowners, without proper notice to them and an 
opportunity for them to be heard. Moreover, even if the Order did approve the well's 
location, it cannot erase River Gas' wrongful conduct in drilling the well illegally close to 
the adjoining lands in the first place and draining them without obtaining the prior written 
consent of the Landowners to the location of the well. River Gas' conduct was wrongful 
and inequitable under this Court's decision in Cowling, 830 P.2d at 228, and there is no 
reasonable justification for River Gas to retain the fruits of its drainage and the bonus of a 
nonconsent penalty with respect to the Woolstenhulme Well. 
II. POOLING SHOULD BE MADE RETROACTIVE TO THE DATES OF 
FIRST PRODUCTION FROM THE WELLS. 
A. This Court's Decision in Cowling Does Not Preclude Retroactive Pooling. 
Respondents argue that this Court's decision in Cowling precluded the Board from 
granting retroactive pooling. Respondents ignore the obvious distinguishing facts and 
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circumstances. Cowling does not preclude retroactive pooling under the iacts < •. -s 
180th wells in an extensive cooperative plan of unit development that has never been 
j pved by the Board Cowling involved a traditional oil and gas reservoir, whereas this 
ea:v, i Ikes eo.ilbal mdliaii , ' 'Inch r\ all-ii'ilii'iil In lllin i ui.iil mideilying each landowner.1 
tract and cannot be produced without stimulating the coal formation. Cowling involved 
correlative rights that were not readily ascertainable and quanti.fi.able, whereas this case 
nr.nl i s utudiiiliin (ii'lih Hi.nil "inn I Hi.nil1 IISUILIIIIMI li i llin pcialoi long bilnk il 
drilled the Wells. 
Respondents also cite this Court's decision in ii ikins v. Board of Oil, Gas & 
uw with retroactive pooling in a field-wide development that has not been *.-\--. • -
approved by the Board, Adkins involved a field that had already been spaced bv an - -
,..,._.! u. i-:r::*.'~. . ,*.>. 4. .«.,v invner SOUL :». lo obtain ictrou^im. .;.. ..iiiv.a'm>n 
of the long-standinr -——- order. M : - * * ' ' r 
denying Mr. Adkins' request. I Mike R iver Gas, the operator in Adkins sought and 
ained an orde in: of the Boai d spacing the entire field ear !y in its development and 
establishing urni n- dii-iing units which covered all lands in the field. 
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 ic field, including Mi. Adi^i, unu^ w,i> initially spaced by tiic Boa:^ j*> iOi, a, ; 
.;•*;:!iiig units and subsequent]) down-spaced to 80-acre drilling units. Eighteen >eai
 : 
later, Mr' \dkins, who had received notice but failed to participate in the prior spacing • 
proceedings or produce his own drilling unit, sought retroactive modification of the 
spacing to establish a unique 200-acre drilling unit by severing his undrilled 40-acre tract 
from its decreed 80-acre drilling unit and combining it with two other 80-acre tracts, one 
of which included an active production well. 926 P.2d at 882-3 
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B. By Implementing a Cooperative Plan of Unit Development, River Gas Had 
a Duty to Obtain the Board's Approval of Its Plan. 
River Gas, as the operator of a cooperative coalbed methane development, owed 
the Landowners a duty to conduct its operations in compliance with the Conservation 
Act. River Gas, however, asserts that the existence of the federal unit negates any duty it 
might have to seek spacing or protect uncommitted acreage owners. The very existence 
of the federal unit, however, compels, rather than negates, a duty upon River Gas to 
protect the correlative rights of uncommitted acreage being drained by its wells. The 
express language of Section 40-6-7 of the Conservation Act directly contradicts River 
Gas's assertion. That provision authorizes unit or cooperative development and 
operations conditioned on the Board's approval of a plan for development that, inter alia, 
"protects the correlative rights of each owner or producer...." Utah Code Ann. § 40-6-
7(1). The statute further provides that such plans for unit or cooperative development 
"shall be presented to the Board." Id. § 40-6-7(2). 
River Gas' operations are a form of pressure maintenance operation intended to 
develop the affected coalbed methane resource on a cooperative basis based on a written 
agreement. These cooperative agreements are necessary where the effects of such 
operations may physically cross lease lines, such as water flood or pressure injection 
operations—operations where the entire field is affected by the manipulation of the 
reservoir pressure. As explained more fully below, River Gas's operations physically 
remove methane from the coal and involve reservoir stimulation operations, including 
hydraulic fracturing, which results in fractures forming across lease lines. 
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I he i I tali I legislature has made it clear that while cooperative agreements 
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are appr . jard. Utah CucL Ann. § 40-0- 7. Accordingly, River Gas hau ^ 
di it] r i inder the Conservation Act to obtain the Board's approval of its cooperative 
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Legislature's clear intent that such cooperative plans must be approved by the Board and 
must protect the correlative rights of all affected owners. 
C. Rivei Gas Had a Dutj I I ;: 11 :; I akc I'l loi c I han Its Ji ist and Equitable 
Share of Production. 
River Gas has an express duty under the Act not to violate others' correlative 
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t, • totally drain the adjoining landowner. ihc Conservation Act declares that u i* ni 
the public interest "that the correlative rights of all owners be protected." Utah Code 
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ownership of interests within the drilling unit or block. See, e.g., Larsen v. Oil &Gas 
Conserv. Comm % 569 P.2d 87, 92 (Wyo. 1977). 
Under its Unit Agreement and operations, River Gas established all of the 
criteria necessary for ascertaining the correlative rights of all landowners within the 
federal unit long before it drilled the Wells. River Gas agreed with its partners to develop 
the unit area on the basis of 160-acre drilling blocks, thereby determining the areal extent 
of the affected pool and the size and shape of the drilling blocks that will efficiently 
produce the pool. River Gas agreed to drill only one well per 160-acre drilling block, 
thereby acknowledging that any further drilling in the drilling block would be 
unnecessary. River Gas identified the interests of all owners in each drilling block, 
whether or not they were committed to the federal unit. As a result, River Gas has known 
all along what constitutes its "fair share" of the production from the pool and that by 
overstepping its correlative rights to a fair and equitable share, it was adversely affecting 
the Landowners' correlative rights. River Gas and the other working interest owners, 
however, pursuant to the terms of their Unit Operating Agreement, have divided between 
themselves that portion of the production allocable to the Landowners' interests. The 
Landowners could not "go and do the same"—that would have resulted in unnecessary 
wells and, therefore, would constitute waste, as the Board found when it entered its 
Spacing Order. 
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D. River Gas5 Well Stimulation Operations and Hydraulic Fracturing of The 
Coal Beneath the Landowners' Lands Further Obligated River Gas Not to 
Take More Than Its Fair Share of Production. 
River Gas further violated its duty to take only its fair share by virtue of the very 
:.u of its operations in drilling the Wells, Those operations involved physical 
st;,i4>L«:i.;ii v. . roil coal foi mation tlii ough l:i> draulic fi acturing and other methods. 
(R 236: Tr. 52; 573: Tr. 33-34.) The coalbed methane does not exist in a g-\ v. , 
accumulation, as is the case with traditional natural gas reservoirs. (R. 236; Ir ^1 • 
Coalbed methane molecules are actually attached to the c oul, (K > 
metkitic molnnili i altadiu if ( Ihr I nnlim iiniV i n ill w \ iilliJ mil I - e 
• MI for Ri\ or (las' stimulation operations, including hydraulic fracturing, w u:oh 
elicLlivCi) create a tiaclurcs -;. ;;;%. *,*.**. bul reaciun ,v
 s. :vJU leet outward from 
4
 •< ' - i h i y 
and the WoolsU ic Web w\i\> :Sif wf their boundary. See Appendix 7 L. 
PCUIKMICI s opcihiig Un^L i liuv ivnu - I.I •> upumions created fractures that extended 
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Coalbed methane development operations are specifically designed to cle water the 
coal iiMihuiu- * w .1*-. -ractures to allow methane to desoib sinm the coal matrix and be 
ihnwi iiiiii I h r > \ H I lu i f i i " " I ' m II ( i I ' np i iMlliHiiiilS" ilnn lllliiiiilll in III1, n i l III lllllllll III i l r p l i ' t i n i l II 1111 II 
r .v«j—ly strip the methane molecules from the Landowners' coal and induce it to flow 
into the Wells. Under these circumstances, River Gas clearly has a duty not to take an 
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E. River Gas Should Have Unitized the Field Under Section 40-6-8 as Its 
Partner Texaco Recently Did in the Huntington Unit. 
Addendum 4 to River Gas5 Brief contains a recent letter from the BLM to the 
Board opposing the Board's approval of a unit plan for the Huntington Unit under 
Section 40-6-8 of the Conservation Act. Apparently, River Gas wishes to make the point 
that the BLM does not like the Board establishing compulsory units involving federal 
lands under state law. Interestingly, the last line of the BLM 's letter points out that 
"pooling should be pursued under Utah Code Ann. § 40-6-6" - which is very a good 
point and entirely consistent with the BLM's position, also reflected in the Unit 
Agreement, that it expects unit operators on federal lands to comply with state 
conservation laws with respect to uncommitted lands within the federal unit. 
The fact of the matter is that Texaco, which is a Respondent in this case, is also 
developing the nearby Huntington Coalbed Methane Unit. Texaco filed a request with 
the Board to establish a field-wide unit under Section 40-6-8. The Board issued an order, 
a copy of which is appended hereto as Appendix 1, granting Texaco's request and 
approving a unit plan that protects the correlative rights of all affected landowners. The 
order imposes a risk penalty of only 150% on owners who do not elect to join the unit 
agreement. River Gas could have and should have sought similar approval from the 
Board for the Drunkards Wash Field. 
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n L T H E R E I S I S O L E G A L OR FACTUAL BASIS FOR THE 
IMPOSITION OF A NONCONSENT PENALTY IN THIS C 4.SE, 
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 The Board argues Petitioner didn' t raise this argument below, citing Brown <fc Root 
1
 - Industrial Comm'n, 947 P.2d 671 . 677-8 (Utah 1997), The case is clearly 
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interpretation of the statute.5 If an owner's correlative rights for purposes of sharing in 
production from a well cannot be determined until a spacing order is entered by the 
Board, then there is no basis for determining an owner's proportionate share of costs of 
drilling a well into an unspaced pool. 
Drilling units were not in existence in the Drunkards Wash Field at the time River 
Gas made its various leasing and unit joinder proposals to the Landowners. Thus, even if 
the Court should find that such offers satisfied the statutory requirements of advance 
written notice of the drilling of a specific well, the fact that drilling units were not in 
existence at the time such proposals were made necessarily precludes any determination 
that the owners refused to agree or were nonconsenting under the regulation or the 
statute. 
inapposite. It held that a failure to plead a statute of limitations defense waives that 
affirmative defense on appeal. The issue of a nonconsent penalty was clearly before and 
decided by the Board. 
5
 This is consistent with the Board's own regulation, regarding "Refusal to Agree," which 
contemplates the existence of a "drilling unit" to render an owner nonconsenting: 
If the operator of the proposed well shall fail to attempt, in good 
faith, to reach agreement with the owner for the leasing of that 
owner's mineral interests or for voluntary participation by that 
owner in the well prior to the filing of a Request for Agency Action 
for involuntary pooling of the interests in the drilling unit under 
Section 40-6-6(6) [now Section 40-6-6.5] then, upon written request 
and after notice and hearing, the hearing on the Request for Agency 
Action for involuntary pooling may, at the discretion of the Board or 
its designated hearing examiner, be delayed for a period not to 
exceed 30 days, to allow for negotiations between the operator and 
the owner. 
Utah Admin. Code. R649-2-9.2 (emphasis added). 
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B. River Gas Could Have and Should Have Sought Board Approval of Its 
Unit Development or Spacing of the Uncommitted Acreage. 
River Gas pleads that an operator would be put at an unfair advantage if it cannot 
receive a nonconsent penalty from unspaced lands drained by its wells, because it takes 
such a long time to develop the necessary technical data to support spacing. This is 
absurd. River Gas could have easily sought and obtained a spacing order.6 Spacing was 
not River Gas' only option to deal straightforwardly with uncommitted interest owners in 
the federal unit. If River Gas was concerned when it formed the federal unit that 
uncommitted landowners would be allowed to share in production without imposition of 
a risk penalty under the Conservation Act, all it had to do was seek the Board's approval 
of its unit plan under Utah Code Ann. § 40-6-8. Having ignored the alternative 
procedures under the Conservation Act for establishing drilling units or a securing the 
Board's approval of its unit development, River Gas is not entitled to a nonconsent 
penalty from uncommitted landowners and the Board should not have imposed one. 
C. The Conservation Act Expressly Requires Written Notice in Advance of 
the Drilling of a Well to Render an Owner Nonconsenting. 
The statutory definitions in Utah Code Ann. §40-6-2 (4) and (11) defining 
"Consenting owner" and "Nonconsenting owner" make it clear that "written notice" in 
advance of the drilling of a well is required. A "non-consenting owner" is defined as an 
owner "who after written notice does not consent in advance to the drilling and operation 
6In 1998, in Cause No. 243-1, River Gas was able to obtain 160-acre spacing of 58,000 
acres ofundrilled lands outside the federal unit using geologic inference from data 
collected from wells drilled within the federal unit. (R.44, 52.) 
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of a well or agree to bear his proportionate share of the costs." Utah Code Ann. §40-6-
2(11). Conversely, a "consenting owner," is an owner who "consents in advance to the 
drilling and operation of a well and agrees" to bear his proportionate share of the costs of 
the drilling and operation of the well. Utah Code Ann. § 40-6-2(4). Obviously, an owner 
who leases his lands would be deemed consenting. A refusal to lease, however, cannot 
be sufficient to render an owner nonconsenting. An owner who does not lease may 
consent to a well and agree to pay his or her proportionate share of the costs. Therefore, 
to be nonconsenting, an owner must refuse to agree in the drilling of a specific well after 
he or she has received written notice in advance of the drilling of that well. 
The only way that an owner can so refuse and be rendered nonconsenting under 
the Conservation Act is to be provided "written notice" in advance of the drilling of the 
specific well, of the anticipated costs of same, and of the anticipated share the owner 
would be required to pay. The evidence was unrefuted that the standard practice in the 
industry is for an operator to provide a landowner with an AFE setting forth the 
anticipated costs of drilling a specific well and the landowners' proportionate share 
thereof. (R. 573, Tr. 8.) River Gas did not do this. (R. 157.) 
D. In Utah, the Non-Consent Penalty is Determined on a Well-By-Well 
Basis—Refusal to Join a Field-Wide Unit Does Not Suffice to Render an 
Owner Nonconsenting. 
As this Court has previously recognized, "under the statutory scheme established 
by the Utah statutes, however, a non-consent penalty is determined on a well-by-well 
basis. An election to participate is made anew each time an additional well is drilled." 
Bennion v. ANR Production Company, 819 P.2d 343, 351 n.l 1. The Court distinguished 
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Utah's statutory scheme from Oklahoma's which allowed owners to be rendered non-
consent on the basis of an opportunity to participate in field-wide drilling. In Utah, an 
offer to join a field-wide unit that may or not result in the drilling of a well that will 
produce the landowner's acreage does not allow an election to participate on a well-by-
well basis and cannot be the basis for rendering an owner nonconsenting under the 
Conservation Act. 
E. The Requirement of Advance Written Notice of the Drilling of a Specific 
Well Must Be Strictly Enforced. 
Respondents argue that Conservation Act should be read liberally or broadly with 
respect to the level of notice that is required. They would allow a general notice of field 
development or an offer to lease to be sufficient to impose a very specific well-by-well 
penalty, directly contrary to the language and structure of the statute and the decisions of 
this Court. It is axiomatic that if a statutory penalty is to be imposed on a well-by-well 
basis, the opportunity and notice must also be on a well-by-well basis.7 A general notice 
of field development is not sufficient to support a statutory penalty on a well-by-well 
basis. An offer to lease is not advance written notice of the drilling of a specific well. 
As River Gas' landman advised Landowner LaRue Layne: "I don't want there to be any 
misunderstanding as you consider our lease offer. Our company cannot promise that our 
operations in the area will result in your tract being put into production." (R. 367.) 
The Board's regulation at Utah Admin. Code R649-2-9 contemplates nonconsent being 
determined on a well-by-well basis. It requires the "operator of the proposed well" 
attempt to "reach agreement for the leasing of the mineral owner's interest or for that 
owner's voluntary participation in the drilling of the well." Id. (emphasis added). 
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This Court has determined that where necessary to protect the public policy 
underlying statutes, notice requirements are to be strictly enforced. See Longley v. 
Leucadia, 2000 UT 69, 9 P.3d 762. Additionally, strict adherence to notice requirements 
is required to support the imposition of a statutory penalty. Sears v. Southworth, 563 
P.2d 192, 194 (Utah 1977). It is a primary tenet of statutory construction "that the courts 
will look to the reason, spirit, and sense of the legislation, as indicated by the entire 
context and subject matter of the statute." Longley at |^ 19. The Conservation Act 
specifically declares that the public interest is served by maximizing oil and gas 
production of the state while minimizing waste and ensuring that "the correlative rights 
of all owners may be fully protected." Utah Code Ann. § 40-6-1. In order to protect 
correlative rights, the Conservation Act provides for the opportunity to share in 
production, and requires advance written notice of the drilling of a well to give effect to 
and make meaningful the statutory opportunity. Such a "legislative intent in pursuit of a 
strong public policy require[s] strict adherence to statutory notice requirements." 
Longley at [^20. Based on the spirit, policy, and structure of the Conservation Act, the 
requirement for advance written notice regarding drilling must be strictly enforced before 
a nonconsent penalty may be imposed. 
F. The Board's "Refusal to Agree" Regulation Does Not and Cannot Render 
a Landowner Nonconsenting Simply for Refusing to Lease. 
The Board points to its regulation at Utah Admin. Code R649-2-9 regarding 
"Refusal to Agree" for the proposition that an operator need only make an effort to lease 
land in order to render another owner nonconsenting. This interpretation vitiates the clear 
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statutory requirement that the owner be provided an opportunity to bear his proportionate 
costs in the drilling of a specific well. After all, a lease does not allow an owner to 
participate as a working-interest owner and bear his or her proportionate share of costs of 
drilling and operating wells—which owners frequently agree to do. Moreover, the 
Board's interpretation would allow operators to simply present unacceptable lease terms 
to landowners and upon their refusal to lease, then secure the Board's approval of a non-
consent penalty when and if that landowner comes to the Board seeking spacing of their 
lands and the opportunity to bear their proportionate share of the costs of drilling a well. 
The Board's regulation provides in relevant part: "the owner and the operator have 
been unable to agree upon terms for the leasing of the owner's interest or for the owner's 
participation in the drilling of the well." Utah Admin. Code R649-2-9. The Board's use 
of the word "or" cannot be interpreted to mean that a refusal to lease is itself sufficient to 
render an owner nonconsenting. Obviously, the clear intent of the language is that the 
parties have been unable to agree on each course of action. The owner must refuse to 
participate in the drilling of the well in order to be rendered nonconsenting. 
The Board's regulation is clearly instructive on the nature of the notice required to 
render an owner nonconsenting. The regulation contemplates the Landowner must 
"refuse" to do something. The only way an owner can refuse to do something is to be 
presented with the opportunity to do it—refusal requires an intentional act. As the Board 
expressly found in the Pooling Order, River Gas never offered the Landowners "the 
opportunity to participate proportionately on an individual well basis in either of the 
Wells." (R. 559.) Accordingly, the only conclusion that can be reached is that River Gas 
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never satisfied the notice requirement of the nonconsent provisions of the Conservation 
Act. 
G. River Gas Never Provided the Requisite Written Notice in Advance of 
Drilling Either of the Wells. 
River Gas asserts that written notice in advance of drilling each of the Wells was 
provided to the Landowners. River Gas points to nothing in the record other than its 
n 
offers to the Landowners to lease or allow their joinder of its federal unit. At no time 
did River Gas ever provide advance written notice to the Landowners that either of the 
Wells was in fact going to be drilled and that it could affect the Landowner's interests. 
At no time, did River Gas offer them the opportunity to participate on a proportionate 
basis in either of the Wells. In fact, notice of the drilling of a specific well affecting her 
lands was the very information Landowner LaRue Layne had solicited from River Gas 
and never received. She specifically asked them whether and when they were going to 
drill a well and they repeatedly declined to tell her or state specifically when a well 
affecting her property would be drilled.9 
8
 As pointed out at page 32 of Petitioners opening Brief, the Board's Findings that the 
Landowners "knew or reasonably should have known" about the Wells and their potential 
interests in them were not supported by any substantial evidence that the Landowners 
knew or should have known the specific Wells were going to be drilled and would drain 
their lands. Moreover, what the Landowners knew or should have known, cannot 
supplant the advance written notice requirement of the Conservation Act. 
9
 In response to her question of when they would drill on her property, River Gas wrote 
her in 1993 that it "cannot say when that will be." (R. 366.) On another occasion, River 
Gas wrote her "I don't want there to be any misunderstanding as you consider our lease 
offer. Our company cannot promise that our operations in the area will result in your 
tract being put into production." (R. 367.) And, regarding its 1995 lease proposal, River 
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IV. THE PROPER STANDARD OF REVIEW IS CORRECTION OF 
ERROR 
Petitioner has raised three fundamental issues in this case: (1) whether the Board 
erred in refusing to grant pooling effective to the dates of first production of the Wells, 
(2) whether the Board erred in imposing a nonconsent penalty on Petitioner10, and (3) 
whether the Pooling Order is "just and reasonable" as required by the pooling provisions 
of Conservation Act in Utah Code Ann. § 40-6-6.5(2)(b). All involve the proper 
interpretation of the spacing and pooling provisions of the Conservation Act and the 
Board's authority to do what it did. Respondents attempt to recast these fundamental 
issues in an effort to justify a standard of review which is more deferential to the Board 
than correction of error. It is well-established in Utah that interpretations of the spacing 
and pooling provisions of the Oil and Gas Conservation Act are reviewed under a 
correction of error standard with no deference to the Board. Utah Code Ann. § 63-46b-
16(4)(d) (1953 and Repl. 1997) (erroneous interpretation or application of law); Cowling 
v. Board of Oil Gas and Mining, 830 P.2d 220, 224 (Utah 1991). See Morton Int% Inc. 
v. Auditing Div., 814 P.2d 581, 589 (Utah 1991). Petitioner acknowledges that the third 
issue of whether the Pooling Order is "just and reasonable" under Section 40-6-6.5 also 
presents consideration of whether the Board's decision was reasonable or arbitrary or 
capricious, or whether it abused its discretion. To that extent, the standard of review is 
one of reasonableness and rationality. Utah Code Ann. § 63-46b-16(4)(h)(i), (iv) (1953 
Gas wrote her that a royalty would be paid "in the event a well is successfully drilled and 
completed on your minerals or with[in] a 'spacing unit.'" (R. 368.) 
10
 Petitioner disagrees with but is not appealing the amount of the nonconsent penalty only 
the authority of the Board to impose one in this case. 
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and 1997 Repl.) See Morton, 814 P.2d at 587; Niederhauser Ornamental and Metal 
Works Co. v. Tax Comm'n, 858P.2d 1034,1037. (Utah Ct. App. 1993). 
CONCLUSION 
For the reasons set forth above, the Pooling Order should be reversed insofar as it 
fails to make pooling effective as of the dates of first production from the Wells and 
insofar as it determines Hegarty and the Landowners to be "nonconsenting owners" and 
imposes upon them a nonconsent penalty in excess of their proportionate share of the 
costs of drilling the Wells. 
DATED this 23rd day of May, 2001. 
VAN COTT, BAGLEY, CORNWALL & McCARTHY 
H. Michael Keller 
Thomas W. Clawson 
Attorneys for Petitioner, Patrick Hegarty 
50 South Main Street, Suite 1600 
P.O. Box 45340 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145 
Telephone (801) 532-3333 
Facsimile: (801) 534-0058 
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SECRETARY, BOARD OF 
BEFORE THE BOARD OF OIL, GAS AND MINING OIL, GAS & MININC 
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
STATE OF UTAH 
JG 
IN THE MATTER OF THE REQUEST FOR AGENCY 
ACTION OF TEXACO EXPLORATION AND 
PRODUCTION INC. FOR AN ORDER APPROVING THE 
HUNTINGTON (SHALLOW) CBM EXPLORATORY 
UNIT, COMPRISED OF ALL OR PORTIONS OF 
SECTION 36, TOWNSHIP 16 SOUTH, RANGE 7 EAST, 
SECTIONS 31 AND 32, TOWNSHIP 16 SOUTH, 
RANGE 8 EAST, SECTIONS 1-12, 14-23 AND 27-30, 
TOWNSHIP 17 SOUTH, RANGE 8 EAST, AND 
SECTIONS 6 AND 7, TOWNSHIP 17 SOUTH, RANGE 9 
EAST, SLM, EMERY COUNTY, UTAH, INCLUDING 
COMPULSORY UNITIZATION OF ALL INTERESTS IN 
GAS (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO COALBED 
METHANE) PRODUCED FROM ALL FORMATIONS 
FROM THE SURFACE OF THE EARTH TO THE 
STRATIGRAPHIC EQUIVALENT OF THE BASE OF 
THE FERRON FORMATION 
FINDINGS OF FACT, 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
AND ORDER 
Docket No. 2001-007 
Cause No. 245-2 
This cause came on for hearing before the Utah Board of Oil, Gas and Mining (the 
"Board") on Wednesday, March 28, 2001, at the hour of 11:00 a.m. The following Board 
members were present and participated at the hearing: Chairman Dave D. Lauriski, 
Elise L. Erler, W. Allan Mashburn, Stephanie Cartwright, J. James Peacock, Robert J. 
Bayer and Kent R. Petersen. At the commencement of/the hearing, Chairman Lauriski 
advised that he had been contracted by the Utah School and Institutional Trust Lands 
Administration ("SITLA"), an interested party in this matter, to assist in re-writing 
SITLA's mineral regulations and offered to recuse himself to avoid any appearance of 
conflict if there were any objections to his participation in this cause. No objections were 
voiced. Attending and participating on behalf of the Division of Oil, Gas and Mining (the 
"Division") was John Baza, Associate Director - Oil and Gas. The Board and the 
Division were represented by Kurt Seel, Esq., and Thomas A. Mitchell, Esq., Assistant 
Attorneys General, respectively. 
Attending and participating on behalf of the Bureau of Land Management ("BLM") 
was Robert Henricks, Chief-Branch of Fluid Minerals, Utah State Office. Attending and 
participating on behalf of SITLA was LaVonne J. Garrison, Assistant Director - Oil and 
Gas. Also appearing and presenting statements to the Board were Thomas W. Clawson, 
Esq., Van Cott, Bagley, Cornwall & McCarthy, on behalf of The First National Company 
of Marshall ("Marshall"), and Barron Kidd, General Partner of the Kidd Family Partnership 
Limited ("Kidd"), both lessees and working interest owners within the proposed unit area. 
Testifying on behalf of Petitioner Texaco Exploration and Production Inc. 
("TEXEP") were Chuck Snure - Land Representative, Robert Lamarre - Senior 
Geoscientist, and Joseph McHenry - Senior Petroleum Engineer. Frederick M. 
MacDonald, Esq., Pruitt, Gushee & Bachtell, appeared as attorney on behalf of TEXEP. 
At the conclusion of TEXEP's presentation, the BLM expressed its objection to the 
Request for Agency Action insofar as it seeks compulsory unitization, reiterating its 
position first stated in its letter of protest to the Board dated March 26, 2001 that 
compulsory unitization is counter to the concept and design of what exploratory units are 
formed to accomplish. Thereafter, SITLA, Marshall and Kidd all expressed support of the 
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Request for Agency Action. The Division also expressed its support of the Request for 
Agency Action provided that, with respect to a compulsory unitized unleased owner, an 
average landowner's royalty of 12.612% would be applicable instead of 12.5% as 
requested, and a smaller percentage than the 300% requested be applicable as a risk 
element to the rate of return allowed to be charged against such a party. No other 
statements were made at the hearing in opposition of the Request for Agency Action and 
no other parties appeared or participated at the hearing. 
The Board, having considered the testimony presented and the exhibits received into 
evidence at the hearing, being fully advised, and for good cause appearing, hereby makes 
the following findings of fact, conclusions of law, and order. 
FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
1. The Board has jurisdiction over this matter pursuant to Utah Code Ann. 
§§ 40-6-5, 40-6-7 and 40-6-8, and Utah Admin. Code Rule R649-2-3. 
2. A copy of the Request for Agency Action was mailed via certified mail, return 
receipt requested, to all royalty, overriding royalty, other production interest, and working 
interest owners and operators in the Unit Area, being all persons whose legally protected 
interests may be affected by the Request for Agency Action, at their last known addresses 
as disclosed by the BLM, SITLA and Emery County realty records. 
3. Notice, including special notice directed to those parties for whom a receipt of 
the mailing of the Request for Agency Action had not been received, was duly published in 
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the Salt Lake Tribune, Deseret News and Emery County Progress as required by Utah 
Admin. Code Rule R641-106-100. 
4. TEXEP is a Delaware corporation in good standing, having its principal place 
of business in Denver, Colorado. TEXEP is duly qualified to conduct business in Utah 
and is fully and appropriately bonded with all Federal and State of Utah agencies. 
5. The Huntington (Shallow) CBM Unit (the "Unit") is comprised of the 
following Emery County, Utah lands: 
Township 16 South, Range 7 East, SLM 
Section 36: All 
Township 16 South, Range 8 East. SLM 
Section 31: Lots 1 (46.46), 2 (46.46), 5 (39.96), 
6 (39.94), 7 (39.91), 8 (4.11), 9 (2.5), 
10(6.61), 11 (13.22), 12(20), 
13 (42.35) and 14 (4.11), E ^ N W ^ , 
NE^SWU, N^SEU, NEVi [All] 
Section 32: Lots 1 (39.81), 2 (39.84), 3 (39.86) and 
4 (39.89), NViStt [S'/a] 
Township 17 South, Range 8 East, SLM 
Section 1: Lots 1 (40), 2 (40), 3 (40) and 4 (40), 
SViN'/i, S»/2 [All] 
Section 2: Lots 1 (40.7), 2 (40.5), 3 (40.3), 
4(40.1), 5(39.95), 6(39.95), 
7(39.95), 8(39.95), 9(41.13), 
10(41.41), 11 (41.37) and 12(41.09), 
SE'/4 [All] 
Section 3: Lots 1 (41.59), 2 (41.53), 3 (41.47), 
4(41.41), 5(41.41), 6(41.47), 


















Lots 1 (41.33), 2 (41.35), 3 (41.37), 
4(41.49), 5(41.47), 6(41.35), 
7 (41.33) and 8 (41.31), NV2 [All] 
Lots 1 (40.49), 2 (40.72), 3 (43.01), 
4 (43.25), 5 (42.53), 6 (42.3), 
7(41.51), 8(41.28), 9(43.37), 
10 (43.09), 11 (43.89) and 12 (44.17), 
SWl4 [All] 
Lots 1 (40), 2 (40), 3 (40), 4 (36.42), 
5 (36.48), 6 (36.52) and 7 (36.58), 
SV4NEV4, SEWNWW, EV4SWV4, SEW 
[All] 
Lots 1 (12.66), 2 (12.78), 3 (39.21), 
4 (40), 5 (11.88), 6 (12.26), 7 (40), 
8 (39.23), 9 (39.24) and 10 (39.25), 
NEW, E14SWV4, SEW [All] 
Lots 1 (11.82), 2(11.9), 3(11.71), 
4(11.79), 5(40.67), 6(40.67), 
7(41.29), 8(41.29), 9(41.11), 








Lots 1 (7.58), 2 (7.94), 3 (8.29), 
4 (8.64), 5 (39.95), 6 (39.94), 
7(39.94), 8(39.94), 9(41.25), 
10 (39.95), 11 (39.95) and 12 (39.95), 
Nl/2 [All] 
All 
Lots 1 (43.37), 2 (43.44), 3 (43.5) and 
4 (43.57), E'/iW'/i, E«/2 [All] 
Lots 1 (40), 2(40), 3(11.91), 
4(11.94), 5(40), 6(40), 7(40), 8(40), 
9(11.96), 10(11.99), 11 (40) and 











Lots 1 (39.48), 2 (46.07), 3 (40), 
4 (36.28), 5 (5.16), 6 (4.23), 7 (36.43), 






Lots 1 (40), 2 (40), 3 (12), 4 (12), 
5 (40), 6 (40), 7 (40), 8 (40), 9 (12), 
10 (12), 11 (40) and 12 (40), EVi [All] 
Township 17 South, Range 9 East, SLM 
Section 6: Lots 1 (40.17), 2 (40.13), 3 (40.07), 
4 (38.43), 5 (38.38), 6 (39.37) and 
7 (39.86), SV4NEU, SEKNWW, 
EV4SWW.SEK [All] 
Section 7: Lots 1 (39.96) and 2 (39.69), 
EV4NWK,NEW [NVi] 
limited to production of gas, including but not limited to 
coalbed methane, from any and all formations from the surface 
of the earth to the stratigraphic equivalent of the base of the 
Ferron formation, as encountered at a depth of 3,626 feet in 
the Federal "M" #6-25 well, located 2,297 feet FNL and 
1,130 feet FEL, in Section 6, Township 17 South, Range 8 
East, SLM 
(containing 18,395.78 acres) 
(the "Unit Area"). 
6. The Unit Area is comprised of approximately 84.79% State of Utah mineral 
ownership, 14.29% fee (private) mineral ownership and 0.92% Federal mineral 
ownership. 
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7. There is uniformity of the Ferron coals, both in content and rank, across the 
Unit Area. 
8. The Unit Area constitutes one or more pools of gas. Unit operations are 
reasonably necessary to carry out the purposes of the Utah Oil and Gas Conservation Act 
(the "Act"), given the unique nature of coalbed methane and the requirements for 
successful coalbed methane operations such as the dewatering and interference of wells 
needed to reduce the hydrostatic pressure and allow methane to desorb from the coal 
matrix. 
9. The Unit is not deemed an "exploratory" unit for purposes of this cause. It is 
simply deemed a "unit" necessary for conducting cooperative coalbed methane 
development and operations in compliance with the Act. 
10. The Unit Agreement with referenced exhibits (received into evidence as 
TEXEP's Exhibits A, B and C) and the Unit Operating Agreement with referenced exhibits 
(received into evidence as TEXEP's Exhibit E) shall govern operations and development of 
the Unit Area. TEXEP is designated as Unit Operator and SITLA is the designated 
authorized officer. 
11. At the time of the hearing, the Unit Agreement had been ratified by 82.5% of 
the non-cost bearing (royalty, overriding royalty and other production interest) owners, 
and the Unit Agreement and Unit Operating Agreement had been ratified by 89.35% of the 
cost bearing (working interest) owners, in the Unit Area. 
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12. Compulsory unitization of the interests of all parties within the Unit Area which 
have not already voluntarily ratified the Unit Agreement and Unit Operating Agreement is 
fair and reasonable and protective of correlative rights; provided, however, that the 
interests in the Federal Tracts (Unit Tracts 1-3) are exempt from compulsory unitization, 
given the sovereign status of the Federal government and the BLM's refusal to ratify and 
approve the Unit Agreement; and further provided that, only as to all parties compulsory 
unitized hereunder, Article 12.5(b) of the Unit Operating Agreement shall be modified to 
read "one and one-half (1 Vi) times [or 150%]" in lieu of "300%." A cost free royalty of 
12.5% is deemed fair and reasonable and shall be applicable to any unleased compulsory 
unitized party as provided in the Unit Operating Agreement and as requested by TEXEP. 
13. With respect to the modification of Article 12.5(b) of the Unit Operating 
Agreement as to parties compulsory unitized hereunder, the Board does not deem its 
modification to be a "non-consent penalty" but simply a risk element to the rate of return 
allowed to be charged against such a party under compulsory unitization. The Board 
recognizes there should be costs for non-participating parties that are higher than the costs 
of those who do participate in Unit operations. 
14. The provisions of the Unit Agreement and Unit Operating Agreement, as 
modified under Paragraph 12 above, satisfy all requirements under Utah Code Ann. 
§ 40-6-8(3) for inclusion in the Board's Order and are so adopted. 
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15. Operations conducted in accordance with the terms of the Unit Agreement and 
Unit Operating Agreement, as modified under Paragraph 12 above, are in the public 
interest, promote conservation, are protective of correlative rights of all owners and 
producers, are reasonably necessary to increase ultimate recovery of gas and will prevent 
both physical and economic waste. 
16. The value of the estimated additional recovery of gas from the Unit Area 
substantially exceeds the estimated additional costs incident to conducting such operations. 
17. The Unit Area is currently not subject to any order of the Board and therefore is 
ostensibly subject to the general well siting rule set forth in Utah Admin. Code Rule R649-3-2. 
18. In order to allow the greatest flexibility in Unit well locations based on 
topographic and geological conditions, suspension of the general well siting rule as to the 
Unit Area is fair and reasonable; provided that no well may be located closer than 460 feet 
from the Unit Area boundary or to an uncommitted Federal or unleased tract within the 
Unit Area without the approval of the Division in accordance with Utah Admin. Code Rule 
R649-3-3; and provided further that the suspension shall only remain effective as to lands 
remaining in the Unit Area. Upon Unit contraction or termination, the general well siting 
rule shall once again apply. 
19. The vote of the Board members present in the hearing and in this cause was 
unanimous in favor of granting the Request for Agency Action. 
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ORDER 
Based upon the Request for Agency Action, testimony and evidence submitted, and 
the findings of fact and conclusions of law stated above, the Board hereby orders: 
A. The Request for Agency Action in this cause is granted. 
B. The Huntington (Shallow) CBM Unit is approved. 
C. The Unit Agreement and Unit Operating Agreement, as modified pursuant to 
Paragraph D below, are approved as the plans of development and 
operations for the Unit. 
D. The interests of all parties in the Unit Area who have not voluntarily ratified 
the Unit Agreement and Unit Operating Agreement are compulsory unitized; 
provided, however, that all interests in the Federal Tracts (Unit Tracts 1-3) 
are exempt from compulsory unitization; and provided further that, only as 
to interests that are compulsory unitized, Article 12.5(b) of the Unit 
Operating Agreement shall be modified to read "one and one-half (IV2) 
times [or 150%]" instead of "300%." 
E. The general well siting rule (Utah Admin. Code Rule R649-3-2) is 
suspended as to the Unit Area; provided, however, that no well may be 
located closer than 460 feet from the Unit Area boundary or to an 
uncommitted Federal or unleased tract within the Unit Area without the 
approval of Division in accordance with Utah Admin. Code Rule R649-3-3; 
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and provided further that the suspension shall only remain effective as to 
lands remaining in the Unit Area, i.e. upon Unit contraction or termination, 
the general well siting rule shall once again apply. 
F. Pursuant to Utah Admin. Code Rule R641 and Utah Code Ann. § 63-46b-6 
to -10, the Board has considered and decided this matter as a formal 
adjudication. 
G. This Findings of Fact, Conclusion of Law and Order ("Order") is based 
exclusively on evidence of record in the adjudicative proceeding or on facts 
officially noted, and constitutes the signed written order stating the Board's 
decision and the reasons for the decision, all as required by the 
Administrative Procedures Act, Utah Code Ann. § 63-46b-10 and Utah 
Administrative Code Rule R641-109. 
H. Notice re: Right to Seek Judicial Review by the Utah Supreme Court or to 
Request Board Reconsideration: As required by Utah Code Ann. 
§ 63-46b- 10(e) to -10(g), the Board hereby notifies all parties in interest that 
they have the right to seek judicial review of this final Board Order in this 
formal adjudication by filing a timely appeal with the Utah Supreme Court 
within 30 days after the date that this Order issued. Utah Code Ann. 
§ 63-46b-14(3)(a) and -16. As an alternative to seeking immediate judicial 
review, and not as a prerequisite to seeking judicial review, the Board also 
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hereby notifies parties that they may elect to request that the Board 
reconsider this Order, which constitutes a final agency action of the Board. 
Utah Code Ann. § 63-46b-13, entitled, "Agency review -Reconsideration," 
states: 
(l)(a) Within 20 days after the date that an order is issued for 
which review by the agency or by a superior agency under 
Section 63-46b-12 is unavailable, and if the order would 
otherwise constitute final agency action, any party may file a 
written request for reconsideration with the agency, stating the 
specific grounds upon which relief is requested. 
(b) Unless otherwise provided by statute, the filing of the 
request is not a prerequisite for seeking judicial review of the 
order. 
(2) The request for reconsideration shall be filed with the 
agency and one copy shall be sent by mail to each party by the 
person making the request. 
(3)(a) The agency head, or a person designated for that 
purpose, shall issue a written order granting the request or 
denying the request. 
(b) If the agency head or the person designated for that 
purpose does not issue an order within 20 days after the filing 
of the request, the request for reconsideration shall be 
considered to be denied. 
Id, The Board also hereby notifies the parties that Utah Admin. Code Rule 
R641-110-100, which is part of a group of Board rules entitled, "Rehearing 
and Modification of Existing Orders," states: 
Any person affected by a final order or decision of the Board 
may file a petition for rehearing. Unless otherwise provided, a 
petition for rehearing must be filed no later than the 10th day of 
the month following the date of signing of the final order or 
decision for which the rehearing is sought. A copy of such 
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petition will be served on each other party to the proceeding no 
later than the 15th day of the month. 
Id. See Utah Admin. Code Rule R641-110-200 for the required contents of 
a petition for Rehearing. If there is any conflict between the deadline in 
Utah Code Ann. § 63-46b-13 and the deadline in Utah Admin. Code Rule 
R641-110-100 for moving to rehear this matter, the Board hereby rules that 
the later of the two deadlines shall be available to any party moving to rehear 
this matter. If the Board later denies a timely petition for rehearing, the 
party may still seek judicial review of the Order by perfecting a timely 
appeal with the Utah Supreme Court within 30 days thereafter. 
I. The Board retains continuing jurisdiction over all the parties and over the 
subject matter of this cause, except to the extent said jurisdiction may be 
divested by the filing of a timely appeal to seek judicial review of this order 
by the Utah Supreme Court. 
J. For all purposes, the Chairman's signature on a faxed copy of this Order 
shall be deemed the equivalent of a signed original. 
ISSUED this day of April, 2001. 
STATE OF UTAH 
BOARD OF OIL, GAS AND MINING 
Dave D. Lauriski, Chairman 
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